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VISITOR RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Summer 2014 Results 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This brief report summarizes the findings from a summer visitor research study conducted on 

behalf of the North Lake Tahoe Resort Association. 

 

 Methodology. The visitor research program for the NLTRA utilized a hybrid approach to data 

collection, with short interviewer intercept surveys administered in selected places around 

North Lake Tahoe; respondents to the short intercept survey were then sent an email link to 

a follow-up online survey to be completed at a later time. Additionally, a kiosk survey was 

placed in the NLT Visitors Center this summer for visitors to fill out.  

 Sample Size.  As of the end of surveying at the end of September 2014, the total sample size 

collected was a total of 530 completed responses. The sample size, from a purely statistical 

calculation, provides a 95 percent confidence level of approximately ± 4.4 percent around 

any given percentage expressed in the overall results.  The breakdown of the total surveys 

by type was 353 intercept surveys, 49 follow up surveys based on those intercepts, and 177 

surveys completed in the Visitors Center. 
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REPORT FINDINGS 

 Visitor Type.  The majority of 

summer/early fall visitors are 

spending the night in North 

Lake Tahoe (78 percent), 

followed by day visitors (13 

percent) and visitors passing 

through (spending the night 

elsewhere, 9 percent).  

 Lodging Type.  Most 

overnight visitors were 

staying in paid lodging (57 

percent).  Additionally, two 

other important segments of 

overnight visitors are those 

staying with family or friends 

(20 percent) or staying in a second home or vacation unit (18 percent). Those staying in 

these alternate accommodations are important to reach through marketing and event 

promotional messages, even though they are not staying in paid lodging.  

 Location of lodging.  Overnight visitors were staying in a variety of locations, primarily in 

Northstar (29 percent of overnight visitors staying there), Squaw Valley (21 percent), and 

Tahoe City (15 percent). Other locations of lodging were Tahoe Vista (7 percent), Kings 

Beach (7 percent), West Shore (6 percent), and Truckee (5 percent).  

  

Figure 1: Visitor Type 
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 Trip Length. Trip length varied from one 

to more than 6 nights in the NLT area, 

with a fairly even spread between the 

various number of nights in the area. The 

average was 4.1 nights, with a median of 

4 nights.  

 

 NLT as Primary Destination. Eighty 

percent indicated that NLT was their 

primary destination on the trip, while 18 

percent noted that it was a planned stop 

on a longer trip. The high percentage of 

those saying that NLT was their primary  

destination is encouraging and shows that the area needs to offer a variety of activities for 

those visitors.  

 

 Travel Party.  The travel party on the trip to North Lake Tahoe was generally comprised of a 

spouse/partner (62 percent), children (32 percent), other family (23 percent) and friends 

(22 percent).  The average size of the travel party was 4.0 people.  

 

 

 

  

Figure 2: Number of Nights in NLT 

Figure 3: Travel Party 
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 Primary Reason for Visit.  

The primary reason 

for the visit to NLT 

were visiting family 

or friends (47 

percent) or 

recreation/ general 

vacation (36 

percent), followed 

somewhat distantly 

by combined 

business/ pleasure 

(6 percent) and a special event/festival (5 percent).  The preponderance of visiting family 

and friends is an important finding of the research and highlights the need to reach this 

group of visitors through residents who live in the Lake Tahoe area.  

 
 Estimated Spending. The survey asked for a basic level of estimated spending for the party 

while in North Lake Tahoe. The average spending for the summer period was $1,093 per 

party, with a median spending 

amount of $600.  Most were 

spending less than $500, though 

a significant minority were 

spending more than that 

amount.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 4: Primary Purpose of Visit to NLT 

Figure 5: Estimated Spending in NLT 
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 Additional Activities. 

In addition to the 

primary reason for 

the visit, survey 

respondents were 

asked about the 

other activities they 

were or planned to 

participate in during 

their visit. Most 

popular were dining 

(69 percent), general 

sightseeing (66 

percent), and hiking/ 

climbing (59 percent).  

Other important 

activities include 

shopping (51 percent) 

and running/walking 

(48 percent).  Less important activities included people watching/hanging out (38 percent), 

paddle boarding/kayaking (37 percent), and cycling/ mountain biking (31 percent). The 

diversity of activities appears to be an important driver of summer visitation to the North 

Lake Tahoe area.  

  

Figure 6: Participation in Activities on Trip 
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 Attractions. Atten-

dance at several 

different attractions was 

also queried on the 

survey. The most 

popular attraction was 

Emerald Bay, with 47 

percent of survey 

respondents indicating 

spending time during 

their visit there. 

Somewhat less popular 

but still important 

drivers of the visitor 

experience were Tahoe 

City Commons Beach (40 

percent) and Kings Beach (33 percent).  Somewhat less popular were the Squaw Valley tram 

(25 percent), Sugar Pine Point state park (23 percent), and Truckee River Rafting (16 

percent).  

 

 Special Events. Most visitors were not attending any special event (60 percent). The most 

popular special events during this time period were the outdoor concerts (16 percent), wine 

tasting events (9 percent), Brews, Jazz and Funk Festival (8 percent), music festivals (8 

percent), and Music Headliners (4 percent). These events are important in drawing a fresh 

mix of visitors and in providing press and PR opportunities for the region.  

 

 Positive Impressions.  Interest exists in understanding the aspects of North Lake Tahoe that 

are most impressive to visitors. The results show several clear strengths, including the 

scenery (88 percent), the variety of activities/attractions (66 percent), the friendly people 

(66 percent), environmental efforts/ awareness (53 percent), pedestrian friendly (43 

percent), and the proximity to other destinations (29 percent). (See Figure 8 on following 

page.) 

 

Figure 7: Visited Attractions on Trip 
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 Additional Amenities Desired.  Lower levels of response were recorded for additional 

amenities desired in North Lake Tahoe. Three activities were essentially tied for the primary 

additional amenities/improvements: greater variety of shopping, greater variety of dining, 

and more kids activities (each 25 to 28 percent).  Other desired improvements included 

greater variety of nightlife, more activities for adults, and greater variety of cultural 

activities.  Less pressing was better customer service (4 percent).  

Figure 8: Most Positive Impressions and Areas of Improvement 
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 Prior Visits.  The survey results showed that 34 percent of summer visitors were making 

their first visit to North Lake Tahoe in the past five years. Eleven percent have visited one 

time previously, 10 percent twice before, and 16 percent have made 3 to 5 prior visits to 

North Lake Tahoe. Fifteen percent had visited between 6 and 14 times, and the remaining 

13 percent had visited NLT 15 or more times in the past five years.  

 

 Trip Planning.  The most popular resources for planning the visit to NLT were the internet 

(55 percent), family/friends (46 percent), and previous visits (33 percent). Less frequently 

cited were more traditional sources like a travel agent/club/AAA (5 percent), brochures (9 

percent), or the NLT Visitor Guide (8 percent).  

 

 Satisfaction. The survey asked visitors to rate their satisfaction with several different 

attributes of North Lake Tahoe on a one to five scale, with one being extremely dissatisfied 

and five representing extremely satisfied.  Overall attributes like overall town cleanliness 

(4.5 average), overall value of the stay (4.4), and variety of activities (4.3) were generally 

well-received.  

Lodging attributes 

were moderately 

well rated, with 

lodging quality 

(average of 4.3), 

lodging service 

(4.1), and lodging 

value (4.0) all 

receiving a similar 

level of feedback. 

Dining received 

more mixed scores, 

with restaurant 

service (4.0) and 

restaurant quality 

(4.0) somewhat 

more well-received 

than restaurant 

value (3.8).  

Figure 9: Satisfaction with Experience 
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 Geography/Markets. Overall, including NLT residents (who skipped most of the survey 

questions), 60 percent of survey respondents were residents of California.  Forty percent 

were from other 

states or countries, 

including 1 percent 

each from Canada and 

United Kingdom.  

Other primary states 

for visitors include 

Nevada, Texas, 

Washington, Illinois, 

Colorado, Ohio, 

Arizona, Florida, and 

Oregon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure 10: State/Country of Residence 
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Within the state of California, the top counties for visitors are Sacramento (10 percent), Santa 

Clara (9.5 percent), Placer (8 percent), San Mateo (7.5 percent), Alameda, Los Angeles, and 

Marin (each 6.5 percent). San Francisco (6 percent) and Contra Costa (5 percent) are also 

important contributors to NLT summer tourism.  It appears that the draw from within California 

is primarily from the northern part of the state in the summer.   

 

Figure 11: County of Residence, California Residents Only 
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 Demographics. The survey included feedback from a variety of different demographic 

groups. Overall, 55 percent of respondents were female and the other 45 percent were 

male. The average age was 47.1 years, with most visitors aged 25 and older.  The family 

status is dominated by households with children, followed by travelers (couple or single) 

without children and empty nesters (grown children no longer at home).  

 In terms of household composition, a broad mix was observed, with families with children 

at home (47 percent) and empty nesters (23 percent) comprising the bulk of visitors; 

however, couples without children (16 percent) and singles without children (14 percent) 

were also important in the overall visitor mix.  

 Household incomes were varied as well, with a spread between under $50,000 on the low 

end (12 percent) and $200,000 or more (16 percent) on the high end. The bulk of 

respondents reported household incomes of between $50,000 and $199,999 (71 percent).  
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Figure 12: Demographics 
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CONCLUSION 

This summary update report is intended to provide a snapshot of the results of the summer 

visitor study. The results show a variety of visitors, activities, attractions, motivations, and other 

characteristics of the visitor mix; this diversity leads to a healthy tourism economy in North 

Lake Tahoe.  


